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Abstract Recently, there is an increasing interest in
Security and Privacy issues in Vehicular ad hoc networks (or VANETs). However, the existing security
solutions mainly focus on the preventive solutions while
lack a comprehensive security analysis. The existing
risk analysis solutions may not work well to evaluate
the security threats in vehicular networks since they
fail to consider the attack and defense costs and gains,
and thus cannot appropriately model the mutual interaction between the attacker and defender. In this
study, we consider both of the rational attacker and
defender who decide whether to launch an attack or
adopt a countermeasure based on its adversary’s strategy to maximize its own attack and defense benefits.
To achieve this goal, we firstly adopt the attack-defense
tree to model the attacker’s potential attack strategies
and the defender’s corresponding countermeasures. To
take the attack and defense costs into consideration, we
introduce Return On Attack and Return on Investment
to represent the potential gain from launching an attack
or adopting a countermeasure in vehicular networks.
We further investigate the potential strategies of the
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defender and the attacker by modeling it as an attackdefense game. We then give a detailed analysis on
its Nash Equilibrium. The rationality of the proposed
game-theoretical model is well illustrated and demonstrated by extensive analysis in a detailed case study.
Keywords Attack tree · Game theory · Vehicular ad
hoc networks · Security and privacy

1 Introduction
Vehicular ad hoc networks (or VANETs) are selforganized networks designed for communication
among vehicles [1]. In VANETs, each vehicle is
equipped with an On Board Unit, by which vehicles
are able to communicate with each other as well as
Road Side Units (or RSUs). VANETs are expected
to support a wide range of promising applications
such as location based services. For example, Internet
access has become a part of our daily life and there
is a growing demand for accessing the Internet or
information centers from vehicles. In VANETs,
the RSUs can be deployed every few miles along
the highway for users to download maps, traffic
data and multimedia files. Vehicles can use RSUs
to report real time traffic information and request
location-based services such as finding restaurants,
gas stations, or available parking space [2]. Therefore,
as a typical application of Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communications, VANETs are expected to
play an important role in the real Market of M2M
communications.
In the past several years, there are quite a few studies
on how to realize efficient data routing/forwarding in
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vehicular networks [3]. However, vehicular networks
have brought new security challenges due to their mobile and infrastructure-less nature. For example, the
broadcast nature of the wireless medium allows an
adversary to eavesdrop on the communications containing node identifiers, and to estimate the locations
of the communicating nodes with an accuracy that is
sufficient for tracking the nodes, which is referred to
as privacy related threats. Further, a malicious vehicle
could impersonate an legitimate user to disseminate
bogus traffic information, which may mislead other
vehicles and compromise the normal functionality of
VANETs. Therefore, VANETs security and privacy
is regarded as one of major challenges for vehicular
communications.
The existing research on VANETs security and privacy mainly focuses on the preventive techniques. From
a system point of view, it lacks a comprehensive yet
well-defined security evaluation to allow the system administrator to identify the most critical security threats
and thus determine the appropriate defense strategy,
which are more than important for the overall success of VANETs deployment. The existing risk analysis schemes include attack tree, attack graph or defense tree based solutions. However, there are serval
research challenges which make the existing security
analysis solutions cannot work well for security and
privacy evaluation in VANETs. Firstly, for VANETs
security, the defense strategy is directly correlated to
the attack strategy and vice versa, which means that the
security evaluation should consider both of attack and
the defense side rather than any single one. Secondly,
most of the existing security solutions only consider
how to prevent an attack while fail to consider the costs
and gains of the attacker and the defender. In reality,
a rational attacker or defender may try to maximize its
attack or defense benefits in stead of blindly launching
an attack or adopting a countermeasure. Lastly, but no
less importantly, how to model the mutual interaction
between the attacker and defender remains a great
challenge for VANETs security evaluation.
In contrast with the existing approaches, we consider
both of the rational attacker and defender which decide
whether to launch an attack or adopt a countermeasure based on its adversary’s strategy to maximize its
own attack and defense benefits. To achieve this goal,
we firstly adopt the attack-defense tree to model the
attacker’s potential attack strategy and the defender’s
corresponding countermeasure. To take the attack and
defense cost into consideration, we introduces two
novel concepts: Return On Attack (RO A) and Return
on Investment (ROI) to represent the potential gain
from launching an attack or adopting a countermea-
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sure. We further investigate the potential strategies of
the defender and the attacker by using a game-theoretic
analysis. In the newly defined attack-defense game,
each rational participant may tend to get the maximum
utility by maximizing ROI or RO A, which depends
on the different utility attack/defense strategy and the
associated attack/defense cost.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to
consider the attack/defense cost in the game-theoretic
analysis of the attack-defense tree. The contributions
of this work are summarized as follows:
–

–

–

–

We adopt the attack-defense tree based risk analysis model to describe the potential attack/defense
strategy of the attacker and the defender. The built
attack-defense tree gives a comprehensive review
on the reported security solutions.
We introduce RO A and ROI to evaluate the gains
of the attacker and the defender from an attack and
the corresponding countermeasure.
We introduce a novel attack-defense game to
model the interact between the attacker and the
defender, both of which may try to maximize its
benefit. We model the attack-defense game as a
static game and give a detailed analysis on its Nash
Equilibrium.
The proposed attack-defense game is well demonstrated and illustrated by the detailed analysis in the
case study.

This paper is organized as follows. The attackdefense tree model for VANETs security analysis is
given in Section 2. In Section 3, a novel attack-defense
game between the attacker and the defender is introduced and the Nash Equilibrium is analyzed. In Section
4, the case study is given to demonstrate and illustrate
the attack-defense game. We conclude this paper in
Section 5.

2 Related work
VANETs security and privacy is gaining an increased
interest from both of industry and academia. In this
study, we mainly focus on how to protect the messages
from being modified and how to preserve users’ location privacy.
False message injection from outsider attacker is one
of major security threats in VANETs. To provide the
authentication and integrity checking for the broadcasted message, IEEE 1609.2 standard has proposed to
have a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for key management. Each vehicle has a pair of ECDSA keys: a
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private signing key and a public verification key. The
verification key is certified by a certificate authority
(CA). Each sent message will append a signed signature to provide message authentication, which could
prevent the outsider attackers from injecting bogus
messages [4].
However, the insider false message injection attacker cannot directly be addressed by the public key
based solutions since the attackers could compromise
a legitimate user and then exploit its private key to
launch the attacks. To address the insider false message
injection attack, there are two problems need to be
addressed: how to detect a false message sent by a
legitimate identity and how to revoke this legitimate
but misbehaving node. For the first problem, one of the
potential approaching is local voting approach which
allows multiple vehicles to cross check a target message
in VANETs [5]. For the second problem, VANETs
could revoke a misbehaving node by revoking its
public/private key pairs. That is, revocation decision
making may be the result of a collaborative, systemic
or a unilateral decision process [6]. In collaborative
schemes, nodes accuse other nodes of misbehaving by
casting negative votes against them. If a predetermined
threshold of negative votes are cast, then the offending
node is considered revoked [7–10]. By contrast, systemic revocation decision could be made by contacting
a centralized CA. In the unilateral decision process,
a notion of suicide has recently been extended for
use in ad hoc networks where a node, upon detecting some malicious behavior, can instigate a suicidebombing on a (perceived) malicious node. A node
commits suicide by broadcasting a signed instruction to
revoke both its own key and the key of the misbehaving
node [11–15].
To protect privacy and prevent location tracking,
a VANETs-enabled vehicle can obtain multiple certified key pairs with non-overlapping periods of validity
and change its public key periodically (e.g., every five
minutes) [16]. Note that the attacker could also launch
the privacy related attack by tracking the long-term
identifiers, such as MAC (Medium Access Control)
addresses, IP address, or physical layer information.
Therefore, the corresponding pseudonyms on different
layers could be used to enhance the location privacy.
To avoid the spatial-temporal correlation, the mixzone
based approach is introduced to enhance the location
preserving by using the collaboration of multiple users.
In addition, group signature based approach is another
way to improve the location privacy [17].
In summary, there are quite a few threats and
the corresponding protection solutions proposed for
VANETs. In the next section, we will give a more
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detailed threat analysis by using an attack-defense tree
based model.
3 Attack-defense tree model For VANETs security
3.1 System model
Communications in VANETs are divided into two parts:
vehicle to infrastructure and vehicle to vehicle. The followings are some assumptions about the network [7]:
–

–

–

–

–

–

Each vehicle has its own communication equipment
OBU (On Board Unit), which enables the vehicles
to communicate with others as well as the Road
Side Units (RSUs).
It is assumed that there is a trusted third party
called Certificate Authority, like transportation authority within the network to take charge of the
network’s security and privacy issues. Each vehicle
becomes a legitimate node of the network until it
registers at CA.
The CA disseminates each node with a single identity as well as a set of pseudonyms after it verified
the validity of the node’s identity.
A node changes its pseudonym at certain intervals
for the privacy preservation. Expired pseudonym
is directly removed from the vehicle’s storage media and CA is responsible for the issuance of
new pseudonyms if a node uses up all of its predownload pseudonyms.
Each node automatically broadcasts its location, velocity and other special information to its neighbors
at fixed intervals.
Vehicles have enough power to install and run personal firewall or other antivirus software to protect
it from malicious programs like worms and viruses
spread among wireless network.

3.2 Modeling the attack-defense tree for securing
vehicular networks
3.2.1 Introduction to attack-defence tree model
In this paper, we adopt attack tree approach to model
the behavior of the attackers in VANETs system and
the effect of exploits. In general, attack trees offer a
goal-oriented perspective that facilitates the expression
of multi-stage attacks [14]. Attack trees in their simplest
form assert subgoals for achieving the goal set forth by
an attack node. Attack nodes can be grouped into AND
or OR sequences to capture conjunctive and disjunctive
attack conditions, respectively. Nodes can be weighted
to reflect the likelihood of successfully mounting an
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attack. We further propose to utilize the the attackdefense tree model to express the potential countermeasures which could be used to mitigate the system.
The difference between an attack tree and an attackdefense tree is that the front only represents the attack
strategies that attackers can launch, while the latter
includes the set of countermeasures which can mitigate
the possible damages produced by the attackers [18].
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of an attack-defense
tree. There are two parts in an attack-defense tree.
The square nodes represent the attack goals or actions
which form the attack-tree part; the circle nodes represent the corresponding countermeasures of each attack
goal or action. The top of the attack tree is associated
with the asset of the system under consideration, which
represents the attacker’s final objective. The atomic
attack (or leaf node) in the attack tree can lead the
attacker to (partially) damage the asset by exploiting
a single vulnerability. The sub-goal nodes (or Non-leaf
nodes)can be of two different types under two kinds
of gates: or-nodes (under or-gates) and and-nodes (under and-gates). Sub-goals associated with or-nodes are
achieved as long as any of its child nodes is achieved,
while and-nodes represent the sub-goals which require
all of its child nodes to be completed.
3.2.2 Building attack-defense tree for VANETs security
In this section we will build the attack-defense tree
model for VANETs security. In VANETs system, we
set Compromise the Security or Privacy of VANETs
as attack tree root, which is denoted as A. Two subgoals of A are Compromise Communication Security
and Compromise Location Privacy, which are denoted
Fig. 1 An example of
attack-defense tree
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as AS and AP, respectively. In other words, an attacker
could achieve the attack objective A by compromising
the communication security (or the left sub-goal) or
location privacy of the vehicles (or the right sub-goal).
The attack-defense tree for VANETs security and privacy is shown in Fig. 2.
In the left sub-tree, there are three possible ways
to achieve sub-goal AS, Outsider False Data Injection
(AS1 ), Insider False Data Injection (AS2 ) and Denial of Service (AS3 ). To achieve AS1 , the attacker
must take two actions: to impersonate a legitimate
vehicle(Masquerad- ing) denoted by AS11 and to disseminate Bogus Information denoted by AS12 (e.g.,
misleading traffic information). The countermeasure
corresponding to this attack is PKI & Signature (C1 ),
which means that the security authority could prevent
the outsider attackers from distributing unauthorized
messages by requiring each vehicle to provide the public key signature for each sending message. Similarly, to
obtain the sub-goal “insider false data injection (AS2 )”,
it is necessary for the attacker to perform two attack
steps Stealing Identity (AS21 ) and Bogus Information
(AS22 ), in which an attacker could compromise a legitimate node’s secret key and disseminate the unauthentic
information by using the compromised secret key. To
thwart insider attack AS2 , the security authority could
cross check the information under the collaboration
of multiple nodes and revoke the public key of a
misbehaving vehicle. Therefore, these defense strategies compose the countermeasures of Cross Check
(C2 ), Cooperation (C3 ) and Revocation (C4 ). Further,
the Denial of Service Attack (AS3 ) could be achieved
by Channel Jamming (AS31 ), which cannot be easily
addressed in a cost-effective way.
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Fig. 2 The attack-defense tree model for VANETs security and privacy

In the right sub-tree, there are also three possible
ways to achieve sub-goal AP, Tracing Identity (AP1 ),
Physical Layer Attack (AP2 ) and Camera (AP3 ). To
achieve AP1 , the attacker may select one of three
actions: Tracing MAC (AP11 ), Tracing IP (AP12 ) and
Tracing Signature (AP13 ). The corresponding countermeasures for the defender are Change MAC (C5 ),
Change IP (C6 ) and Change Signature (C7 ), respectively. Another countermeasure corresponding to AP1
is Cooperation (C3 ), with which C5 , C6 or C7 are more
effective. To achieve the physical attack AP2 , the attack
must use Radio Fingerprinting (AP21 ). Change Signal
Source (C8 ) such as radio transmitters that randomize
fingerprints is a countermeasure to AP21 . In addition,
the Camera (AP3 ) is a thorny attack so that there is no
countermeasure to mitigate AP3 effectively.
3.2.3 Introduction of ROI and ROA
for attack-defense tree
In this work, we consider economic factors in VANETs
security analysis by introducing Return on Investment
(ROI) and Return on Attack (RO A). In the attack-

defense tree, there are two types of costs: cost of attack
and security investment cost [18]. We firstly define
Return on Investment for the countermeasures of defenders. In particular, ROI is introduced to measure
the return that a defender expects from a security or
privacy investment over the costs he sustains for countermeasures. It is defined as follows:
ROI =

ALE × RM − CI
CI

(1)

where ALE denotes the Annual Expected Loss caused
by VANETs security threat; RM represents the Risk
Mitigation induced by the countermeasure; CI denotes the Cost of Investment which defines the cost
that the defender pays for implementing a given
countermeasure.
If we use R D = ALE/CI to denote the gain-cost
ratio for defenders, the ROI in Eq. 1 can be expressed
by R D and RM as follows:
ROI = R D × RM − 1

(2)

We will give more analysis on different alternatives of ROI with the change of R D and RM in case
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Table 1 Evaluation of ROI

Attack

ALE

AS1

4

AS2

10

AS3
AP11

8
4

AP12

4

AP13

4

AP2

6

AP3

8

study section. We further define the Return On Attack (RO A), which is used to measure the gain that
an attacker expects from a successful attack over the
losses that he sustains due to the adoption of security
or privacy measures by his target. RO A is defined as
follows:
RO A =

GI × (1 − RM) − (Cost A + Cost AC )
Cost A + Cost AC

RM

CI

ROI

C1
C2 , · · · , C8
C2
C3
C4
C1 , C5 , · · · , C8
C1 , · · · , C8
C3
C5
C1 , C2 , C4 , C6 , C7 , C8
C3
C6
C1 , C2 , C4 , C5 , C7 , C8
C3
C7
C1 ,C2 ,C4 , C5 , C6 , C8
C8
C1 , · · · , C7
C1 , · · · , C8

1
0
0.25
0.5
0.25
0
0
0.75
0.25
0
0.75
0.25
0
0.75
0.25
0
1
0
0

2
−
4
8
4
−
−
8
4
−
8
4
−
8
4
−
6
−
−

1
−1
−0.375
−0.375
−0.375
−1
−1
−0.625
−0.75
−1
−0.625
−0.75
−1
−0.625
−0.75
−1
0
−1
−1

countermeasure C adopted by the defender to mitigate
the attack.
Similar with the definition of R D , we let R A =
GI/(Cost A + Cost AC ) denote the gain-cost ratio for
attackers. Consequently RO A in Eq. 3 is reduced as
follows:
RO A = R A × (1 − RM) − 1

(3)

(4)

Since RO A is a function of R A and RM, we will discuss
the different impacts on RO A caused by R A and RM
in later case study section.
From the definitions of ROI and RO A, the values of
them are relative and they represent the return of the

where GI represents the expected gain from a successful attack on the specified target; Cost A is the cost
sustained by the attacker to launch an attack, and
Cost AC represents the additional cost brought by the
Table 2 Evaluation of RO A

Countermeasures

Attack

GI

AS1

4

Costa
4

AS2

4

10

AS3
AP11

2
6

6
4

AP12

6

4

AP13

6

4

AP2

8

6

AP3

8

10

Countermeasures

Costac

ROA

C1
C2 , · · · , C8
C2
C3
C4
C1 , C5 , · · · , C8
C1 , · · · , C8
C3
C5
C1 , C2 , C4 , C6 , C7 , C8
C3
C6
C1 , C2 , C4 , C5 , C7 , C8
C3
C7
C1 , C2 , C4 , C5 , C6 , C8
C8
C1 , · · · , C7
C1 , · · · , C8

0
0
4
8
4
0
0
8
6
0
8
6
0
8
6
0
0
0
0

−1
0
−0.786
−0.889
−0.786
−0.6
−0.667
−0.875
−0.55
0.5
−0.875
−0.55
0.5
−0.875
−0.55
0.5
−1
0.333
−0.2
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costs. In our case, according to the attack-defense tree
and the possible difficulties of acting countermeasures
and attacks, we use a set of levels 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 as the
specific values of ALE, CI, GI, Cost A and Cost AC , by
which obtaining the final values of the gain and cost
is possible. Since RM is a risk measurement, we will
choose 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 as the specific values of RM
to represent the effectiveness of each countermeasure.
A higher value of RM indicates a more effective countermeasure. Thus, we can evaluate the ROI and RO A
for all the countermeasures according to the data in
Tables 1 and 2 respectively [19].
In Table 1, it should be noticed that the reason
of choosing the subgoals AS1 , AS2 instead of atomic
attacks AS11 , AS12 , AS21 , AS22 for attackers in the
Attack column which is related to the logical gate type
of the attack subgoals. Due to the ‘AND’ logical type
of AS1 , AS2 shown in Fig. 2, the attacker won’t achieve
any gain by only taking one single attack of AS11 , AS12 ,
AS21 , AS22 .
In the RM column, zero values indicate that the
countermeasure cannot mitigate the attack. For example, countermeasure C2 , . . . , C8 cannot mitigate attack
AS1 , the corresponding RM is 0. The dash “–” in the
column of CI means that the CI of the countermeasure
do not impact the result of the corresponding ROI in
Table 1. In addition, when a countermeasure cannot
mitigate an attack (RM = 0), in this case, ROI = −1 in
Table 1 and RO A = (GI − Cost A )/Cost A in Table 2.
From the above, we can obtain the values of ROI
and RO A between each pair of countermeasure and
attack, which constitute the utility matrix for the attackdefense game in the next section.
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reduce its adversary’s utility. Therefore, in this paper,
we investigate the possible strategies of the security
administrator and of the attacker by using a gametheoretic analysis. We consider rational participants
that maximize their payoff function, which depends
on the different utility attack/defense strategy and the
associated attack/defense cost [20].
4.1 Game model
In this section we analyze the possible strategies of the
system defender and of the attacker by using an attackdefense game model for VANETs security and privacy.
Game theory allows modeling situations of conflict and,
hence, predicting the behavior of the participants. We
model the attack-defense game as a static game in which
each participant take action when another’s action is
unknown. It is reasonable since in our VANETs security attack-defense system, both defender and attacker don’t know each other’s strategies when they
take actions. We also suppose that the participants are
rational in our model. This model assumption keeps our
analysis tractable while solving the Nash Equilibrium
solution of the game. The game G is defined as a triplet
(O; S ; U ), where O is a set of players, S is a set of
strategies and U is a set of payoff functions.
–

–
4 A VANETs attack-defense game
In the previous section, we have introduced Return on
Attack (ROA) to measure the effectiveness of attacks
in terms of attack cost and Return on Investment (ROI)
to evaluate the investment on a security countermeasure with regard to a specific attack. On one side the
VANETs security administrator wants to protect the
security of the vehicular networks by adopting countermeasures to thwart the attacks; on the other side, the
attacker wants to exploit the vulnerabilities and obtain
some profit by attacking the vehicular networks. By
using ROI and RO A to represent the utility of the
defender and the attacker, both of the defender and
the attacker may tend to get the maximum utility by
maximizing ROI or RO A, respectively. However, they
cannot maximum their utility at the same time because
one’s action that aims to increase its own benefits will

–

Players: The set of O = {Oi } includes a defender
O1 and an attacker O2 , referring to Def and Att
respectively. Each player has no idea about which
action his adversary has chosen (e.g., as soon as the
attacker has decided to perform the insider false
data injection (AS2 ), the defender can’t receive any
information about it so that the game is static.).
Strategy: Each player has a set of strategies Sk (k =
1, 2 : all countermeasures Ci ∈ S1 and all attacks
A j ∈ S2 ). According to our attack-defense tree
model for VANETs security and privacy, the
countermeasures which the defender can select
are {Ci |i = 1, ..., 8}; the attacks which the attacker
can select are {A j| j = 1, ..., 8}, or {AS1 , AS2 , AS3 ,
AP11 , AP12 , AP13 , AP2 , AP3 } respectively.
Payoff function: The utility functions(or payoff) are
defined as: u1 (Ci , A j) = ROI(Ci , A j); u2 (Ci , A j) =
RO A(Ci , A j).

We show the utility matrix of the attack-defense
game in Table 3. We suppose the players know the
utility (payoff) functions with each other completely,
thus our game is a complete information game. It is
noticed that knowing the adversary’s utility doesn’t give
a clue to the adversary’s action strategies. For example,
the defender knows that the cost or the gain to launch
an location privacy related attack. However, he has no
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Table 3 The utility matrix of
attack-defense game
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Defense

Attack
A1

···

A8

C1
..
.
C8

ROI(C1 , A1 ), ROA(C1 , A1 )
..
.
ROI(C8 , A1 ), ROA(C8 , A1 )

···
..
.
···

ROI(C1 , A8 ), ROA(C1 , A8 )
..
.
ROI(C8 , A8 ), ROA(C8 , A8 )

idea about which specific attack action (e.g., tracing the
identity, physical layer tracing, or even use camera) will
be adopted by the attacker.
4.2 Equilibrium concepts
In this section, we introduce a few game-theoretic concepts that will help us get an insight into the strategies
of participants. In our complete information attackdefense game, a pure strategy for player k is (Cm , An ),
Cm ∈ S1 and An ∈ S2 , which means that under certain
conditions the strategies of the attacker and of the
defender converges to a pair of best action profile. This
is to say that the defender cannot do better by choosing
an action different from Cm , given that the attacker
adopt An , and vice versa. In this case we say that our
attack-defense game admits a Nash Equilibrium.
Definition 1 (Nash Equilibrium under pure strategy)
In the attack-defense game, the combination of strategy
(Cm , An ) with Cm ∈ S1 and An ∈ S2 is a Nash Equilibrium if and only if, for each player k, the action Cm or
An is the best response to the other player:

(P A1 , · · · , P A8 ), the expected payoff for player Def
obtained with the pure strategy Ci is:
8


P A j ROI(Ci , A j)

j=1

If player Att believes that player Def will play the
strategies S1 with probability P1 = (PC1 , · · · , PC8 ), the
expected payoff for player Att obtained with the pure
strategy A j is:
8


PCi RO A(Ci , A j)

i=1

Definition 3 (Nash Equilibrium under mixed strategies) If the players Def and Att play respectively the
strategies S P1 with probability P1 = (PC1 , · · · , PC8 ),
and S P2 with probability P2 = (P A1 , · · · , P A8 ), the expected payoffs for the players are computed as follows:
u1 (S P1 , S P2 ) =

u2 (S P1 , S P2 ) =

8
8 


PCi P A j RO A(Ci , A j)

i=1 j=1

u2 (Cm , An ) ≥ u2 (Cm , A j) f or any A j ∈ S2

Definition 2 A mixed strategy for the attack-defense
game is a strategy of selecting countermeasures
with a probability distribution
P1 = (PC1 , · · · , PC8 ),
8
P
=
1 for defenders
or
where 0 ≤ PCi and
i=1 Ci
8
P Ai =
P2 = (P A1 , · · · , P A8 ), where 0 ≤ P A j and i=1
1 for attackers. If player Def believes that player
Att will play the strategies S2 with probability P2 =

PCi P A j ROI(Ci , A j)

i=1 j=1

u1 (Cm , An ) ≥ u1 (Ci , An ) f or any Ci ∈ S1

However, in the VANETs system, the pure strategies
seldom happens since (Cm , An ) means that the defender selects Cm as the only countermeasure and the
attacker selects An as the only attack in the attackdefense game. Both sides of players wouldn’t take this
strategy in a long-term process in the VANETs security
and privacy system. In a word, both defender and attacker will select actions with a certain probability distribution which compose a mixed strategy. The below is
the definition of a mixed strategy.

8
8 


The mixed strategy (S P1∗ , S P2∗ ) is a Nash Equilibrium
only if the mixed strategy for each player is the best
response to the mixed strategy of the other player:
u1 (S P1∗ , S P2∗ ) ≥ u1 (S P1 , S P2∗ ) f or any S P1
u2 (S P1∗ , S P2∗ ) ≥ u2 (S P1∗ , S P2 ) f or any S P2
From the above two definitions, we can achieve the
conditions of the Nash Equilibrium of mixed strategy
(S P1 ∗ , S P2 ∗ ):

max

8
8 


PCi P∗A j ROI(Ci , A j)

i=1 j=1

=

8
8 

i=1 j=1

PC∗ i P∗A j ROI(Ci , A j)

(5)
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max

8
8 
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PC∗ i P A j RO A(Ci , A j)

i=1 j=1

=

8 
8


PC∗ i P∗A j RO A(Ci , A j)

(6)

i=1 j=1

where PC∗ i ∈ P1∗ , i = 1, 2, · · ·, 8; P∗A j ∈ P2∗ , j = 1, 2, · · ·, 8.
However, it is a challenge to obtain the probabilities of
the countermeasure and attack actions. This is because
that we have to solve two groups of unknown probabilities by optimizing two payoff functions at the same
time. To address this issue, based on the assumption
that every participant is rational, we conclude the following Theorem 1, which provides a simplified solution
to obtain the probabilities of countermeasure and the
attack actions.
Theorem 1 If (S P1∗ , S P2∗ ) is the Nash Equilibrium of
mixed strategies for the attack-defense game; p denotes
the number of countermeasures (Cik , k = 1, ..., p) taken
by the defender with non-zero probabilities; q denotes
the number of attacks (A jk , k = 1, ..., q) launched by
attacker with non-zero probabilities, then for any countermeasure Cik with probability PCik , the expected payof f
of all attacks (u A jk , k = 1, ..., q) are equivalent for the
attacker, vice versa.
p


PCik RO A(Cik , A j1 ) =

k=1

p


PCik RO A(Cik , A j2 )

k=1

= ··· =

p


PCik RO A(Cik , A jq ) (7)

k=1
q


P A jk ROI(Ci1 , A jk ) =

k=1

q


P A jk ROI(Ci2 , A jk )

k=1

= ··· =

q


P A jk ROI(Ci p , A jk )

(8)

k=1

Proof
Case I Without loss of generality, we
 p assume that
the expected payoff u A j1 = k=1 PCik RO A
(Cik , A j1 ) is less than the other expected
payoffs in the attack-defense game. It indicates that with the probability of P1∗ the expected payoff of A j1 is lower than that of
other attack actions. Therefore, the attacker
will not select A j1 at all which leads P A j1 =
0. This is contradictive with the assumption of
P A j1 greater than 0.

Case II Without loss of generality, we assume that
u A j1 is greater than the other expected payoffs
in the attack-defense game. It means that with
the countermeasures’ probabilities of P1∗ the
expected payoff of A j1 is higher than that of
other attack actions. Therefore the attacker
must select only A j1 which leads P A j = 1. Under this condition, the defender must choose
countermeasures with the max ROI related
to A j1 while set the probabilities of the other
countermeasures as zero. This is contradictive
with the assumption of p non-zero probabilities of countermeasures.


We can achieve the Nash Equilibrium of mixed strategy from Theorem 1. However, the previous conclusion
cannot reflect the impact of the cost and gain change
of different actions on the chosen strategies of the participants (or Nash Equilibrium in the Attack-Defense
Game). This is especially important for VANETs,
which are typically a dynamic network with the frequently changed network architecture. Thus, a specific
action may lead to a different cost as well as the gain
under different environment setting. In the follows, we
take the malicious node revocation as an example to
show the change of costs and gains in different cases.
– Case 1: A Low Defense Cost with A High Defense
Gain In the case of presence of the network infrastructure (e.g., Road Side Unit), a node could
easily revoke a malicious node by contacting the
security authority via vehicle to RSU communications and the security authority could broadcast a
revocation message within the whole network to
revoke the target malicious node, which incurs a low
defense cost and high defense gain.
– Case 2: A Moderate Defense Cost with A Moderate Defense Gain In a case of of no infrastructure
but the presence of sufficient number of legitimate
user, the different vehicles could collaborate to revoke a malicious node, which leads a moderate defense cost (e.g., transmission of coordinate messages
among the different collaborative nodes) as well as a
moderate defense gain (e.g., local revocation of this
malicious node rather than global revocation) with
a certain successful rate (e.g., revocation failure if
no enough voting numbers).
– Case 3: A High Defense Cost with A Low Defense
Gain In a case of even no enough collaboration
nodes, a legitimate user can still revoke a node
by launching a suicide revocation, which incurs a
high defense cost (e.g., also revoking its own public/private key) with a low defense gain (e.g., a
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limited number of transmission range of revocation
message in a sparse network).
From the above example, it is obvious that the cost
and gain of the defense could have a significant change
in different scenarios, which has a direct impact on the
strategy choosing of the attacker and the defense. In
the follows, we use Theorem 2 to model the impact
of the change of the gains and the costs on the Nash
Equilibrium.
Theorem 2 If the gain or the cost incurred by a specif ic
attack takes change and this change leads to an increased utility of the attacker (e.g., a higher R A or lower
RM), the defender will perform the countermeasures
corresponding to this attack with a higher probability.
Conversely, if the gain or the cost incurred by a specif ic
countermeasure takes change and this change leads to
an increased utility of the defender (e.g., a higher R D or
higher RM), the attacker will perform the attacks regarding to this countermeasure with a lower probability.
Proof Without loss of generality, we suppose for a
specific attack A j1 , Cik (k = 1, · · · , r) are the countermeasures which can mitigate A j1 ; Cik (k = r + 1, · · · , p)
are the countermeasures which cannot mitigate A j1 .
For Cik (k = r + 1, · · · , p), their RO A(Cik , A j1 )s are
equivalent, denoted by RO A(A j1 ) and we conclude
that RO A(A j1 ) is greater than any RO A(Cik , A j1 )(k =
1, · · · , r) from the Eq. 3. The expected payoff of A j1 is:
u A j1 =

r


PCik RO A(Cik , A j1 ) +

k=1

p


r


uCi1 =

r


P A jk ROI(Ci1 , A jk ) +

k=1

q


P A jk (−1)

k=r+1

=

r


P A jk [ROI(Ci1 , A jk ) + 1] − 1

k=1

If R Di1 is increased(or RM is increased), consequently uCi1 will be increased. To keep the Eq. 8 in Theorem 1, the attacker has to decrease P A jk (k = 1, · · · , r).


Theorem 2 shows that in the attack-defense game, if
the attacker can get more payoffs from an attack or use
this attack more easily than other, the defender must
choose the countermeasures related to this attack with
a higher priority to avoid the failure of the defense;
if the defender can effectively mitigate an attack, the
attacker must decrease the possibility of launching this
attack, or even give up using this attack.

5 Security analysis of attack-defense game: a case study
PCik RO A(A j1 )

k=r+1

= RO A(A j1 ) +

We also suppose for a specific countermeasure
Ci1 , A jk (k = 1, · · · , r) are the attacks which can be
mitigated by Ci1 ; A jk (k = r + 1, · · · , q) are the attacks which cannot be mitigated by Ci1 . For A jk (k =
r + 1, · · · , q), their ROI(Ci1 , A jk )s are equivalent to
−1, and we conclude that −1 is great than any
ROI(Ci1 , A jk )(k = 1, · · · , r) from the Eq. 1. The expected payoff of Ci1 is:

PCik [RO A(Cik , A j1 ) − RO A(A j1 )]

k=1

If R A j1 is increased(or RM is decreased), consequently u A j1 will be increased. To keep the Eq. 7 in Theorem 1, the defender has to increase PCik (k = 1, · · · , r).

In this section, we investigate an attack-defense game
to illustrate the Theorems 1 and 2 by using the specific
attack-defense tree for VANETs security and privacy
presented in Section 2. For this specific case study,
the detailed payoff values of attacker and defender are
given in Table 4. In particular, Tables 1 and 2 summarize all the factors to calculate the payoff of defender
(ROI) and payoff of attacker (ROA), respectively.

Table 4 The utility matrix of the attack-defense game
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

AS1

AS2

AS3

AP11

AP12

AP13

AP2

AP3

1, −1
−1, 0
−1, 0
−1, 0
−1, 0
−1, 0
−1, 0
−1, 0

−1, −0.6
−0.375, −0.786
−0.375, −0.889
−0.375, −0.786
−1, −0.6
−1, −0.6
−1, −0.6
−1, −0.6

−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667
−1, −0.667

−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−0.625, −0.875
−1, 0.5
−0.75, −0.55
−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5

−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−0.625, −0.875
−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−0.75, −0.55
−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5

−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−0.625, −0.875
−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−1, 0.5
−0.75, −0.55
−1, 0.5

−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
0, −1

−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
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Table 5 Reduction of attack-defense game
AP1

AP2

AP3

1, −1
−1, 0
−1, 0

−1, 0.5
−0.625, −0.875
−1, 0.5

−1, 0.333
−1, 0.333
0, −1

−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2
−1, −0.2

From above equations, we can obtain the two groups
of probabilities of mixed strategies for the attacker and
defender: P AS1 = 3/25, P AP1 = 16/25, P AP2 = 6/25,
P AP3 = 0; and PC1 = 17/109, PC3 = 52/109, PC8 =
40/109. Here, P AP3 = 0 indicates that the attack AP3
is also a dominated strategy for attackers. Until now
we have obtained the Nash Equilibrium of this attackdefense game. That is for the attacker taking the attacks
of AS1 , AP1 and AP2 with the probabilities of 3/25,
16/25 and 3/25 respectively; for the defender choosing
the countermeasures of C1 , C3 , and C8 with the probabilities of 17/109, 52/109 and 40/109 respectively.
According to the final Equilibrium results, we find
that the defender will adopt the countermeasure C3
with the highest probability of 52/109; the attacker will
choose the attack AP1 with the highest probability of
16/25. These solutions indicate that in our considered
VANETs security scenario, the defender will cooperate
with the other vehicles (countermeasure C3 ) as far as
possible to mitigate the attacks of tracing identity (AP1 ,
including AP11 , AP12 and AP13 ), and vice versa. In fact,
due to the high costs of stealing identity to utilize insider false data (AS2 ) and using the camera to impinge
privacy (AP3 ), the attacker has to give up these two
attacks in this attack-defense game (the probabilities of
AS2 and AP3 are zeroes in the Nash Equilibrium).
Figure 3 illustrate how the attack gain-cost ratio (R A )and effectiveness of defense strategies (RM)
affect the result of Nash Equilibrium of mixed strategies. In case 1: R A = 0 indicate that the attacker won’t
have any gain (or failure attack) by launching the
specific attack AS1 . For example, a attacker may be
malicious who seeks no personal benefits from the
attacks but aims to disrupt the VANETs security. Since
in our game, the utilities of both sides are known by
each participant, the defender chooses a low probability (PC1 = 0.15) of countermeasure C1 . Under this

Before we solve the Nash Equilibrium of this Attackdefence game, it is useful to introduce the concept of
Dominated Strategy to simplify the process of solving
final solutions. A dominated strategy means that
its’payoff is less than any other strategy’s payoffs under
the same strategy of the adversary in the attack-defense
game.
From Table 4, we observe that the attacks of AS2
or AS3 are dominated strategies for attackers. The
countermeasures of C2 , C4 , C5 , C6 and C7 are dominated strategies for defenders. The reduction solutions are shown in Table 5. This is a mixed strategy
for both defender and attacker. The probabilities of
choosing attacks of AS2 or AS3 are zeros for attackers.
Similarly probabilities of choosing countermeasures of
C2 , C4 , C5 , C6 and C7 are zeros for defenders. From
Theorem 1, for any countermeasure i with probability
PCi , the expected payoff of the attacker in any attack
are equivalent, vice versa, we therefore get the equations as follows:
(−1)PC1 = 0.5(PC1 + PC8 ) + (−0.875)PC3

(9)

= 0.333(PC1 + PC3 ) + (−1)PC8
P AS1 +(−1)(P AP11 + P AP12 + P AP13 + P AP2 + P AP3 )
= (−1)(P AS1 + P AP2 + P AP3 )
+ (−0.625)(P AP11 + P AP12 + P AP13 )

= (−1)(P AS1 + P AP11 + P AP12 + P AP13 + P AP3 )
(10)
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Fig. 3 Probabilities of countermeasures with the changes of R A and RM of Nash equilibrium
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Fig. 4 Probabilities of attacks with the changes of R D and RM of Nash equilibrium

circumstance, the probabilities of countermeasures C1 ,
C3 and C8 keep no changing whatever RM is low or
high. This is reasonable since this attack won’t affect
the security of VANETs system with R A = 0.
In case 2: R A = 1 means that the attacker increased
his gain by launching the attack AS1 comparing with
that in case 1. Under this condition, the probability of countermeasure C1 although is decreasing with
the more effective countermeasure C1 (RM increasing), it is increased (PC1 > 0.15)comparing with that
in case 1 when the attacker have no gain(PC1 = 0.15).
This has shown the result of Theorem 2: a higher
gain of attacker, a higher probability of corresponding countermeasure in Nash Equilibrium of mixed
strategies.
In case 3: R A = 10 means a high gain-cost ratio for
the attacker. Under this condition the defender will
choose countermeasure C1 with probability of 1 as long
as RM is less than 0.85. However as RM tends to 1 (i.e.,
countermeasure C1 is 100% effective) the probability
of C1 decreases to 0.15. Due to the relationship of
PC1 + PC3 + PC8 = 1, the probabilities of countermeasures of C3 and C8 are zeros when RM is less than
0.85. Both of them increase when RM is greater than
0.85. This result explains that when the countermeasure C1 is very effective (RM close to 1), the attacker
will choose other attacks AP1 or AP2 with higher
probabilities which lead the defender to choosing the
corresponding countermeasures C3 and C8 with higher
probabilities.
Figure 4 illustrate the impacts on probabilities of
attacks brought by changes of defender’s gain-coast
ration R D and effectiveness of countermeasures RM.
In case 1: R D = 0 means that the defender have no
gain (or failure defense) by using countermeasure C1 .
The attacker will launch the attack AS1 of probability

1 since defender’s low utility will lead a low probability
of countermeasure C1 .
In case 2: R D = 1 means that the defender increased
his gain comparing with that in case 1. The probability
of attack AP1 decreases with the growing of RM and
it is lower than that in case 1 when defender has a
lower gain. This has shown the result of Theorem 2:
a higher gain of defender, a lower probability of the
corresponding attack in Nash Equilibrium of mixed
strategies. In case 3, under the condition of a higher
gain of defender (R D = 10), the probability of attack
AP1 is even lower than that in case 2.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel security assessment
approach for the security and privacy issues in vehicular ad hoc networks. In particular, an attack-defense
tree based risk analysis is given to identify the potential threats and related countermeasures in VANETs
security. Further, we consider the costs and gains of
the attacks and the countermeasures by introducing
two utility functions: RO A and ROI. To model the
interact of the attacker and defender, we introduce
a game-theoretical analysis, or attack-defense game,
in which each participant tends to get the maximum
utility by maximizing ROI or RO A, which depends on
the different attack/defense strategy and the associated
attack/defense cost. In a practical case study, we show
how our approach can be used to evaluate effectiveness
and economic profitability of countermeasures as well
as their deterrent effect on attackers, thus providing
decision makers with a useful tool for performing better
evaluation of VANETs security investments during the
risk management process.
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